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Market update and commentary
• July was a month of respite with stability in Asia and good performance for the portfolio.
• China showing signs of stability.
• Caution required given trade tension escalation and yuan devaluation (we are short
offshore RMB).
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Source: Chart 1 – Bloomberg, Correct as at 30 June 2019.
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Source: Chart 2 – Bloomberg, Correct as at 30 June 2019.
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Asian regional markets were basically flat in Australian
dollars in July, yet the portfolio posted a solid return
while maintaining a prudent cash balance and shorting
some of the region’s highly-valued biotech stocks.
July’s positive performance was largely driven by Asian
technology holdings, in particular the large platform
stocks such as Tencent and Naver, as well as memory
chip makers such as Taiwan Semi and SK Hynix.
Amid constant trade uncertainty, and frequent
disruptive trade policy by Tweet, the Chinese economy
is actually showing signs of stabilisation and recovery.
Power demand, having fallen to just 2.4% p.a. growth
in May, strengthened to 5.5% p.a. growth in June
(Source: Citi). Moreover, this is not the result of
blockbuster spending in infrastructure projects –
growth of which remains weak. Fixed asset investment
in non-power sectors grew at 4.1% p.a. in June
(comfortably lower than nominal GDP growth), while
investment in the grid in China was down 19% p.a. in
June (Source: Bloomberg). Should Chinese officials so
wish, they can increase infrastructure spending, and
while this is an option, we think stimulus via huge
infrastructure spending is unlikely. Rather, Chinese
officials appear focused on stimulus via tax cuts to low
income earners and small businesses, as well as
lowering interbank rates in the banking system. China’s
“credit impulse” (credit growth less nominal GDP
growth) just turned positive in June, following a
protracted negative period previously (Source:
Bloomberg).
Subsequent to month end we have seen increasing
trade tensions between the US and China, with an
additional 10% tariff on Chinese exports to the US
threatened by President Trump. The Chinese allowed
the Chinese RMB to depreciate to above 7 yuan to the
US dollar. Note we are short the RMB and long the US
dollar and US dollar-pegged Hong Kong dollars. We
have lowered exposure to markets subsequent to
quarter end as a result of trade tensions.
In response to ongoing demonstrations in Hong Kong
we have lowered domestic Hong Kong exposure (i.e.
businesses that operate in Hong Kong, not merely
Chinese firms listed there) to close to zero.
The portfolio is carrying sensible cash levels amid
difficult markets, but we are not of a mind to short
markets aggressively in Asia. Indeed, it is in Asia where
we see much of the best value to be found in equity
markets globally.
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